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A Class 1 Yard in Mississippi to Upgrade to a RailComm Yard Control System
March 26th, 2015 - A North American Class 1 railroad with a large switching yard located in Mississippi
has chosen RailComm to install a yard control system.
Control of yard switches is achieved through an office Domain Operations Controller (DOC®)
workstation. This allows users to remotely route trains or control single switches from a remote
location. Additionally, RailComm will be installing an advanced control panel in the field which will act as
an “outdoor workstation.” This control panel will run DOC in an outdoor weather-resistant enclosure
allowing employees in the field to fully take advantage of the DOC System.
RailComm will also upgrade their communication system from a wired network to a wireless network.
This upgrade includes the installation of multiple rack-mounted servers - allowing the system to be fully
redundant and completely ensure uninterrupted yard operation in the event of any hardware or
software failure.
RailComm’s DOC is a single, off-the-shelf system that seamlessly integrates control solutions. Designed
to be completely extensible and expandable, DOC’s modular architecture allows railroads to add,
remove or enhance modules with no negative impact on performance or stability.
About RailComm
RailComm provides railroads with software-based solutions that are focused on train control and
railroad management. Our state-of-the-art solutions automate an ever-expanding network of connected
devices that generate real-time information which we then collect and analyze to coordinate and
optimize the rail infrastructure. Our software solutions can be deployed on-site, or through an industry
leading cloud/SaaS program. RailComm’s solutions are installed on Class I railroads throughout North
America, as well as on many Passenger Rail, Short Line, and Regional railroads. Our solutions have been
instrumental in providing sustainable operating efficiencies and safety performance around the globe.
To learn more, visit www.railcomm.com.
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